ILO projects generate direct deliverables or outputs. ILO projects help countries extend social protection. Outputs result in institutional changes or outcomes. Why a results-monitoring tool?

To gather information on past, ongoing and planned projects and activities. To show results achieved in the area of social protection. To collect information about the number of persons impacted. To evidence ILO’s (and UN) contribution to the SDGs on social protection.

Logical framework

ILO projects help countries extend social protection. ILO projects generate direct deliverables or outputs. Outputs result in institutional changes or outcomes. Outcomes lead to impact on people.

Available functionalities

Knowledge management. Results and impact tracking. Explore emerging topics. Long-term view.

Who can use this tool?

Countries (tripartite partners). Development partners. ILO and UN staff. General public.

Access the tool at: social-protection.org/gimi/MonitoringTool.action